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ABSTRACT

DNNs have revolutionized across a wide range of applications, such as image classification, speech recognition and robotics control. As DNN models become more computationally expensive to train, parallel execution with multiple accelerators (e.g. GPUs) is widely-adopted. System efficiency is a big issue when scaling out. However, as computation power increases, GPUs are under-utilized mainly due to limited local memory size. To address this memory bound, we present Wavelet, an efficient and generic approach that can fully utilize all the available on-device memory among GPUs involved in the same distributed training job. Wavelet achieves near optimal on-device memory usage by adopting a simple but novel scheduling scheme called Tick-Tock, which interleaves waves of peak memory usage among the accelerators. Evaluations on a variety of DNN models and tasks show that, Wavelet trains models up to 6.7x faster than commonly used parallelism techniques.

1 INTRODUCTION

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) enable machine to excel in a wide spectrum of applications, such as language translation (Devlin et al., 2018), image classification (He et al., 2016; Krizhevsky et al., 2012), game playing (Silver et al., 2017), etc. To pursue higher intelligence and model serving performance, both DNN model sizes (Real et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020) and training datasets (Lin et al., 2015; Deng et al., 2009) grow drastically. Distributed model training across multiple accelerators is widely-adopted to boost up training speed (Goyal et al., 2017). The most popular distributed approaches are data parallelism (Li et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015) and model parallelism (Dean et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2014). In data parallelism, each accelerator (e.g. a GPU) maintains a full copy of the whole model and conduct local training on a subset of the total dataset (Li et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2020). Model parallelism (Dean et al., 2012) adopts a different scheme, where each device only holds one partition of the whole model and conducts training on the same input data.

Distributed DNN training typically requires all the training tasks to be launched at the same time, i.e., gang-scheduled (Mahajan et al., 2020; Jeon et al., 2019). The main reason is two-fold: first, hyper-parameters (e.g. learning rate, batch size, etc.) need to be picked given a fixed number of accelerators (Goyal et al., 2017). Second, synchronization happens frequently among all the accelerators involved in the same job (Gu et al., 2019), which imposes the constraint that all the in-parallel training tasks should start and end at the same time in order to avoid stragglers (Or et al., 2020).

Despite the overwhelming popularity of gang scheduling policy in distributed DNN training, it may under-utilize system resources. For accelerators like GPUs, on the memory side, gang-scheduling forces all GPUs to reach the peak and valley of their on-device memory usage at the same time. For a single job, this memory valley period is completely wasted. On the computation side, with state-of-the-art GPUs (e.g. Nvidia A100 (Nvidia A100) and V100 (dgx1; dgx2)), the computation power grows tremendously, but on-device memory is often limited. Thus it makes a wide range of deep learning computation to be memory-bounded, and on-chip compute cores are often under-utilized (Ivanov et al., 2021). Figure 1 depicts a toy example of a gang-scheduled data parallel training job using 2 V100 GPUs on image classification tasks (He et al., 2016). We show the normalized GPU utilization of both memory and compute core usage. The on-device memory is repeatedly underutilized (> 90% in Figure 1(a)) during backward propagation in every training iteration. The compute core usage is consistently underused (~ 70% in Figure 1(b)) during the whole training session due to its limited memory capacity.

Although GPU sharing at fine-granularity by multiplexing multiple jobs on the same device can increase GPU utilization, it introduces extra overheads, such as frequent context switching and data loading from storage (Mohan et al., 2021), maintaining multiple models within the same GPU memory (Yu & Chowdhury, 2020; Huang et al., 2020), inter-job interference (Xiao et al., 2018), etc. More importantly,
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Figure 1. On-device memory and computation usage of data-parallel training job using 2 V100 GPUs with gang-scheduling.

In this paper, we propose wavelet, an efficient and generic approach that can achieve both high computation and memory utilization to accelerate the training process of a single job. Wavelet interleaves waves of training tasks on the same group of GPUs, such that tasks belong to one wave can leverage on-device memory from tasks in another wave during their memory valley period, thus boost-up the training throughput. As shown in Figure 2, wavelet divides data-parallel training tasks into two waves, namely tick-wave and tock-wave. The task launching offset is achieved by delaying the launch time of tock-wave tasks for half of a whole forward-backward training cycle. Therefore, the tock-wave tasks can directly leverage GPU memory valley period of tick-wave tasks (e.g. 0.4s-0.6s in Figure 2(a)), since backward propagation of tick-wave tasks is compute-heavy but memory is often unused. Similarly, tick-wave tasks can leverage memory valley period of tock-wave tasks in the same way.

Besides reaching ideal GPU utilization in data parallel training, wavelet also achieves decent performance gain in model parallel training. Conventional gang-scheduled model-parallel training has severe GPU under-utilization issue (Lepikhin et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2019). Although recent literature advances model parallel training performance by incorporating pipeline parallelism (Huang et al., 2019; Narayanan et al., 2019), the issue of GPU under-utilization is still not eliminated (Ivanov et al., 2021). In model parallelism, due to its longer on-device memory valley period and lower computational usage characteristics (when comparing with data parallel schemes), wavelet inserts more training waves (e.g. in Figure 10 of 4-GPU case, we insert 3 additional training waves for training on batch 1-3) into the original model parallel training pipeline (i.e. batch 0 in Figure 10) and arrange training tasks in a round-robin fashion. We inject model synchronization accordingly during backward propagation, which is illustrated in Section 3.3.

We evaluate wavelet’s performance over a number of different DNN models, datasets, and hardware configurations. The results confirm the effectiveness and training time benefits of wavelet. Compared to data/model parallel training with gang-scheduling, wavelet achieves up to 1.88x time reduction for data parallel training workloads, up to 6.7x faster for model parallel training tasks.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This section first overviews standard distributed DNN training approaches. Then it analyzes the GPU utilization pattern...
when adopting different in-parallel training schemes on varied DNN workloads in each training iteration.

2.1 Distributed DNN Training Schemes

Standard in-parallel training methods include data parallelism (Chen et al., 2015; Li et al., 2014) and model parallelism (Dean et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2014). Recent literature also proposes pipeline parallelism which leverages inter-batch pipelining to improve system efficiency (Huang et al., 2019; Narayanan et al., 2019). Since pipeline parallelism is often implicitly involved in the above two alternatives (Xing et al., 2015), we mainly explain data parallelism and model parallelism in this section.

Data Parallelism: All the GPUs involved in the job maintain a full copy of the whole model, and conduct training iterations independently on a subset of the input dataset. Since model on each device is trained on different input data, the model parameter needs to be periodically synchronized. There are two ways for model synchronization: parameter-server (Li et al., 2014), and collective communication (e.g. All-Reduce (Wang et al., 2020)). Since parameter server needs human efforts to manually determine the roles of GPUs in use (i.e. either a parameter server or a worker) and is hard to determine server-to-worker ratio (Sergeev & Balso, 2018), collective communication gains more attention and is widely adopted. Therefore, we choose All-Reduce based data parallel training scheme as our baseline, which means all the GPUs are workers.

Model Parallelism: Model parallelism adopts a different approach, where each GPU only keeps a portion of the whole model and all the GPUs share the same input data for each training iteration. However, GPUs are often underutilized in model parallel training, which is mainly due to huge communication overhead of transmitting intermediate results across GPUs holding different model partitions. Furthermore, the sequential dependency of underlying DNN naturally forms hard synchronization barriers among GPUs maintaining adjacent model partitions (Narayanan et al., 2019; Lepikhin et al., 2021). Therefore, to achieve better system efficiency, state-of-the-art model parallelism is incorporated with pipeline parallelism (Huang et al., 2019; Narayanan et al., 2019).

2.2 Jobs Characteristics of Distributed DNN Training

We monitor GPU resource utilization with different DNN training workloads. We measure GPU memory consumption, and computation utilization using occupancy rate metric (Nvidia-occupancy, 2020) (instead of NVIDIA-SMI (Nvidia-smi, 2020), more discussion in Appendix A) through all our measurements. We discuss our findings about system inefficiency in both data parallel training (Section 2.2.1) and model parallel training (Section 2.2.2) with gang scheduling.

2.2.1 Zoom-in analysis on data parallel training

We argue that gang-scheduling, as a generally accepted design principle for distributed DNN training, may cause system under-utilization. We conduct data parallel training of several standard convolutional neuronal networks (CNNs) on ImageNet-1K dataset (Russakovsky et al., 2015). We monitor memory and GPU compute core usage of each training iteration, which consists of 1 forward propagation followed by 1 backward propagation.

Figure 3 summarizes the statistics about peak and average GPU memory usage during data parallel training across different CNNs (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015; Sandler et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018). As model size becomes larger, the corresponding memory consumption also increases. Although the peak memory usage may hit the on-device memory capacity, the average memory utilization is relatively low (~30% on average). Figure 1(a) shows the spatiotemporal memory snapshot during the time period of training 3 iterations with ResNet-56 (He et al., 2016), which indicates that the memory usage is highly predictable with well-defined peak and valley in each training iteration. Figure 1(b) visualizes the corresponding compute core usage. Due to the on-device memory wall, the core utilization is relatively low, which only around 30% and leaves 70% computation power under-utilized. Figure 4 summarizes computation usage of different CNNs and shows that the computation utilization is generally low across different workloads.
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Figure 5. GPU Memory spatiotemporal pattern of BERT model training using 4 V100 with gang-scheduled model parallelism.

(a) no pipelining
(b) with pipelining

Figure 6. GPU computation usage of BERT model training using 4 V100 with gang-scheduled model parallelism.

(a) no pipelining
(b) with pipelining

2.2.2 Sub-iteration analysis on model parallel training

In model parallel training with gang scheduling, here we mainly focus on collecting system statistics on a popular language model, namely, BERT (Devlin et al., 2018). We monitor the detailed GPU computation and memory utilization in model parallel training with 4 V100 GPUs. The training workload is BERT-base model fine-tuning on SQuAD 2.0 dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2018).

Figure 5 and Figure 6 visualize the memory and computation usage of 2~3 model parallel training iterations on BERT, which includes per-GPU forward propagation (i.e. GPU0->GPU1->GPU2->GPU3) followed by backward propagation in the reverse order (i.e. GPU3->GPU2->GPU1->GPU0). And we have two settings: Figure 5(a) and 6(a) on the left show memory and compute usage on each GPU with vanilla model parallel training. Figure 5(b) and 6(b) depict on-device compute and memory usage when combining pipeline parallelism (Huang et al., 2019) with model parallelism.

In Figure 5(a), similar as memory usage of data parallel training in Section 2.2.1, the memory usage of vanilla model parallel training also shows clear and well-defined peaks (forward propagations) and valleys (backward propagations). The main difference is here the memory valley period within each training iteration is longer than the data parallel counterpart. This is mainly due to the sequential blocking of generating gradients on the GPU chain. More specifically, the long memory valley period consists of head-of-line blocking back propagation from GPU3->GPU2->GPU1->GPU0. Thus the memory valley period here is much longer than the valley period in data parallel training, which only contains single GPU backward propagation. This low GPU memory usage leads to low computation usage in Figure 6(a). Similar inefficiency of core utilization has also been found even by using the optimized implementation such as Megatron (Ivanov et al., 2021). Results shown in Figure 5(b) and 6(b) indicates that, input pipelining mitigates the inefficiency issue on memory and compute usage in model parallel training, but does not completely solve it.

In summary, the system inefficiency introduced by gang-scheduling is repeated and highly-predictable across training iterations in both data and model parallelism, which leaves ample room for us to improve.

3 WAVELET DESIGN

We outline wavelet design in this section, and describe the detailed techniques to address the dual challenges in achieving high GPU memory and computation utilization in distributed DNN training. We first illustrate data parallel training with wavelet’s tick-tock scheduling. Then we describe how we extend our approach to model parallelism by sequentially launching multiple training waves to further increase GPU utilization and training throughput.

3.1 System overview

Based on the analysis we conduct in Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the memory usage pattern is highly predictable and repeated across training iterations (Xiao et al., 2018; Yu & Chowdhury, 2020), which leaves plenty of space for improving system efficiency. We assume a distributed training job is already assigned to a set of GPUs with proper communication links in between. We also assume the training workload has been evenly partitioned into all the homogeneous GPUs. For the case of GPU heterogeneity, we can wisely balance workload to make sure that all GPUs can finish a training
iteration using the same amount of time (Narayanan et al., 2020) or conduct job migration to form homogeneous execution environments (Xiao et al., 2018). As our main goal is to improve system efficiency regarding GPU memory and computation usage, we directly borrow existing collective communication protocols (Sergeev & Balsø, 2018; Jeagey, 2017; Wang et al., 2020) for network scheduling and data transfer.

As depicted in Figure 7, at high level, wavelet works as follows: Given a DNN training job, we first collect resource usage metadata via a short profiling run of hundreds of mini-batches on a single target GPU. Given that a normal training job usually consists of millions of mini-batches training iterations (Narayanan et al., 2019; Yu & Chowdhury, 2020), this profiling overhead is negligible.

In the profiling, we record three quantities for each mini-batch training on the target GPU, which are total computation time of 1 forward and 1 backward pass for each mini-batch processing, peak and valley period in memory usage, computational core usage. If the training task is memory-bound, which indicates that computation cores are under-utilized due to limited on-device memory capacity, we conduct our tick-tock scheduling policy for interleaving multiple waves of training tasks on each GPU, and periodically synchronize both intra-wave and inter-wave training tasks. By interleaving both compute core and memory usage, we can achieve near-optimal device utilization.

We illustrate wavelet approach in both data parallelism and model parallelism application scenarios. We call the original gang-scheduled training wave as tick-wave tasks. And tock-wave tasks refer to the training tasks wavelet injects into the training pipeline that leverage the unused resources when running the original tick-wave tasks.

### 3.2 Wavelet in data parallelism

In data parallel training, gang-scheduling leaves ample space for GPU memory and computation resources sharing. Figure 8(a) depicts a gang-scheduled, 2-GPU data parallel training process, where \( F \) refers to forward propagation and \( B \) indicates backward propagation. \( K_1, \ldots, K_n \) are the sequence of computational kernels \( (K_i) \) launched on each GPU.

On the memory side, with gang-scheduling, all the GPUs in use reach their memory usage peak and valley at roughly the same time (shown as top figure in Figure 8(a)). This synchronized memory usage pattern make it impossible for one GPU to borrow the memory of other GPUs for its own forward computation, as other GPUs’ memory also stay at the peak usage at this point. Thus, the on-device memory of all the GPUs in the same training job is under-utilized simultaneously during their backward propagation period.

On the compute side, with gang scheduled tasks showing at the bottom of Figure 8(a), due to the limited local memory capacity, the tensor size for parallel execution within each CUDA kernel is also limited. Thus the GPU compute cores are consistently under-utilized when launching sequence of CUDA kernels during both forward and backward propagation of each training iteration.

To improve system utilization, one straw man scheme is to preempt and switch to another training batch during the memory valley period (i.e. tick-wave tasks’ backward propagation time shown as the blank \( B \) boxes in Figure 8(a)). However, it may interrupt and block the original process (i.e. tick-wave task) computing its own backward propagation, due to the high frequency of memory peak-valley changing cycles in DNN training jobs.

Different from the straw man approach above, wavelet’s design allows concurrently launching and interleaving multiple waves of training tasks on the same GPU without interfering each other. Below we describe how we enable this interleaving concurrent waves of task execution in three aspects: memory overlapping, computation overlapping, and model synchronization among different waves of tasks.

#### 3.2.1 Memory overlapping

Different from gang scheduling, with tick-tock scheduling shown as Figure 8(b), we allow the tick-wave tasks (blank \( F \) box in the top figure of Figure 8(b)) to be launched first. Right after tick-wave tasks finishing their forward propagation, we inject tock-wave tasks (denoted as the shadow \( F \) boxes in the upper figure of Figure 8(b)) into the same set of GPUs. This injection starts at the time when the tick-wave tasks start to free the allocated memory in their backward propagation. At high level, by adding launching delay the same duration of one forward computation time, tick-tock scheduling can overlap tick-wave’s backward computation with tock-wave’s forward computation and vice-versa. This decent attribute guarantees the memory usage always stays near the on-device memory capacity (e.g. Figure 2(a)).
To concurrently run two training tasks (i.e., one in tick wave, the other from tock wave) on each GPU, we need to maintain two model replicas on the same GPU: one for tick wave and the other for the tock wave. The necessity of holding two model replicas is for version control of model parameters between two different training waves since they are training on different input data batches (Narayanan et al., 2019). Recent literature (Xiao et al., 2018; Yu & Chowdhury, 2020) shows that the model size is usually order-of-magnitude smaller than the generated intermediate results over input data.

### 3.2.2 Computation overlapping

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, we hold two model replicas on each GPU, one for tick wave training, the other for tock wave. Different from traditional GPU sharing via timeslicing (Xiao et al., 2018; Yu & Chowdhury, 2020), we actually launch two sequences of different kernels concurrently. One for forward propagation kernels of one wave, the other sequence for backward propagation kernels of the other wave. In this way, we improve computation usage in both spatial and temporal dimensions.

To avoid head-of-line-blocking of two concurrent kernel sequences, as shown in the bottom figure in Figure 8(b), we launch these two kernel sequences using separate CUDA streams (NVIDIA, 2020a), which guarantees kernel executions are ordered within a stream, but non-blocking across different streams. By concurrently launching multiple sequences of computation kernels, we can leverage computation resources more efficiently in spatial dimension.

Another benefit of concurrently launching two streams of computation kernels is to enable two sequences of kernels fill-in each other’s execution bubble time. There is evidence that the latency of CPU sending instructions to GPU is amplified and introduces empty bubbles when launching sequences of computation kernels (Narayanan et al., 2019; CUDA MPS). As shown in the bottom figure of Figure 8(b), those empty space between adjacent compute kernels in one sequence is the bubble/idle time in temporal dimension that wavelet can potentially fill-in the gap by concurrently launching another group of kernel functions.

### 3.2.3 Model synchronization between waves

For model synchronization among the training tasks in the same wave, we directly borrow the model synchronization schemes (e.g., All-Reduce) inherited from deep learning frameworks (Abadi et al., 2016; Paszke et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020). Since tasks in the same wave finish each training iteration at the same time, we directly impose a normal model synchronization at the end of each in-parallel mini-batch training iteration. The main issue is, there is no model synchronization scheme available between our tick and tock waves’ tasks.

Figure 9 summarizes wavelet model synchronization design between tick and tock waves’ training tasks. Main, Tick, Tock are three threads inside the training process. \( g^i \) is generated gradients on GPU \( i \) on its current local batch input. \( g^i_n \) refers to the averaged gradients between the \( n \)-th and the \((n-1)\)-th iteration on GPU \( i \) (defined as Equation 1). \( F_n, B_n \) indicates forward and backward propagation of global iteration \( n \). \( S \) stands for model synchronization among all GPUs in use for training tasks belongs to 1 wave (either tick or tock wave). \( G_n \) is the global averaged gradients from the \( n \)-th iteration model synchronization (e.g., All-Reduce) among GPUs for the same wave tasks.

In Figure 9, on GPU \( i \), \( B_0 \) of tick wave finishes generating its local gradients \( g_0^i \) \((g_0^i \neq g^1_0 \) since no need of averaging cross-wave in the first training iteration) and sends it to the consequent tock wave task during its backward propagation \( B_1 \). Then Main thread launches model synchronization among all the GPUs in use and gets global averaged gradient \( G_0 \) for this tick-wave training iteration. Tick wave task then updates model parameters with \( G_0 \), and starts its second training iteration \( F_2 \). Simultaneously, tock wave task \( B_1 \) computes its local gradients of \( g^1_1 \) and sends it back to tick wave task in \( B_2 \) phase. Then tock wave \( B_1 \) averages \( g^1_1 \) with received \( g_0^i \) from tick wave task as follows:

\[
g_m^i = \frac{g_{m-1}^i + g_{m-1}^i}{2} \tag{1}
\]

Then it uses \( g_1^i \) to synchronize with all the corresponding tick wave tasks from other GPUs to get back \( G_1 \) for this tock-wave training iteration. Then the tick wave starts its second training iteration as \( F_3 \), and so on and so forth.

**Lemma 1:** For any globally synchronized gradients \( G_m(m>0) \) among \( N \) GPUs, it is also globally synchronized between the overlapped 1 tick wave and 1 tock wave training tasks (i.e., \( F_{m-1}, B_{m-1} \) and \( F_m, B_m \)).

\[
G_m = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (g_{m-1}^i + g_{m}^i)}{2 \times N} \tag{2}
\]
where \( m \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \) \hspace{1cm} (3)

**Proof:** Given Equation 1 as averaging gradient between each tick-tock tasks pairs, we can plug-in it to Equation 2 and calculate the corresponding global synchronization result \( G_m \) as follows:

\[
G_m = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} g_i^m}{N} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (g_i^m + g_i^m - 1)}{2 \times N} \hspace{1cm} (4)
\]

Therefore, with our design for cross tick-tock waves model synchronization, it is the same as synchronizing over \( 2^*N \) data parallel training tasks on \( 2^*N \) GPUs, which guarantees its convergence.

### 3.3 Wavelet in Model Parallelism

Larger models show remarkable serving performance improvements (Real et al., 2019), especially in the natural language processing area (Devlin et al., 2018; Rosset, 2020). State-of-the-art performance on tasks like question answering or next sentence prediction is achieved by transformer-based models, which usually consist of millions or even billions of parameters (Brown et al., 2020).

Recent literature (Huang et al., 2019; Narayanan et al., 2019) leverages inter-batch pipelining to improve GPU utilization in model parallel training. At high level, after each GPU finishes forward computation on current batch, instead of waiting for its turns to do backward propagation on the same batch of data, the GPU loads in another batch for forward processing to fully utilizes the idle time between 1 batch’s forward and backward time gap.

#### 3.3.1 Launching multiple tick-wave tasks

As we discussed in Section 2.2.2, model parallelism naturally forms longer memory valley period on each GPU (shown in Figure 5). Thus, we can leverage the memory valley and compute underutilized period on each GPU more aggressively. Wavelet in model parallelism injects more tick-waves of training tasks, which enables us to concurrently train the same model partitions on different input batches.

Figure 10 depicts a model parallel training job in 4-GPU case. \( F \) and \( B \) still refer to forward and backward propagation. \( F_{m,n} \) denotes forward propagation of model partition \( m \) with batch \( n \) on GPU-\( i \), and \( B_{m,n} \) follows the same naming rule. The baseline (i.e. the original tick-wave training) is shown as the blank boxes (e.g. \( F_{0,0}^0, F_{0,1}^1, F_{0,2}^2, B_{0,0} \)). And during each compute cycle, instead of only one GPU is computing while others remain idle, we directly force all the GPUs to load the first model partition during first compute cycle and conduct forward propagation on different input batches (e.g. \( F_{0,0}^0, F_{1,1}^1, F_{0,2}^2, F_{3,3}^3 \)). And in the second compute cycle, all GPUs swap to the second model partition and process on different input batches, so on and so forth. Thus, it can be regarded as we sequentially launch 3 tick-wave tasks (i.e. tasks processing batch 1, 2, 3 in Figure 10) on top of the original tick-wave baseline (processing batch 0) in this 4-GPU example. In theory, we can maximally inject \((N - 1)\) tick waves in \( N \)-GPU case to fully utilize GPU memory and computational resources.

#### 3.3.2 Model partition switching

Different from traditional model parallel training or hybrid of model and pipeline parallelism that each GPU always holding the same model partition, wavelet imposes every GPU to maintain different model partitions and process different input batches in different training cycles. Thus, context switching is needed in both model and input dimensions. We design it in a round-robin fashion. As shown in Figure 10, during the first forward propagation cycle, all the GPUs load the first model partition, while feeding in different input batches. After this cycle finishes, we down-shift the batch id and up-shift the model partition on each GPU. For example, GPU 1 first processes on batch 1 with model partition 0 during the first computation cycle (\( F_{0,1}^1 \)). In the second compute phase, GPU 1 processes batch (1-1)%4=0 with model partition (0+1)%4=1 (\( F_{1,0}^2 \)). All the GPUs involved follow the same rule. And backward propagation is just symmetric to forward propagation in the inverse order.

Frequently switching content of both input and model partitions definitely introduces overheads. Regarding the overheads introduced by wavelet’s model parallelism, different from state-of-the-art hybrid of model and pipeline par-
allelism (Huang et al., 2019; Narayanan et al., 2019), each GPU in our wavelet approach needs additional switching on model partitions in different training cycles (as shown in Figure 10). We empirically evaluate our context switching overheads through our end-to-end tests in Section 4.2. To further reduce the memory overheads for holding intermediate results, we can also leverage techniques like tensor re-materialization (Kirisame et al., 2020; Jain et al., 2020) to recompute intermediate results on demand (Huang et al., 2019). And we leave this as a future research direction.

3.3.3 Inter-batch synchronization

As shown in Figure 10, Our round-robin approach can impose \((N - 1)\) tick waves of training tasks on top of 1 tick wave training when using \(N\) GPUs. Given this round-robin assignment, for a single model partition, all the batches finish generating gradients (i.e. backward propagation) at the same time (e.g. in Figure 10, \(B_{x,y}^3\), \(x, y \in \{0, 1, 2, 3\}\) are finished at the same time). This inherit alignment of backward propagation on the same model partition simplifies our synchronization scheme. We simply add model synchronization (i.e. All-Reduce) right after the backward propagation of the same model partition across different batches, and update the parameters of each model partition accordingly (e.g. All-Reduce for \(B_{x,y}^3\)).

4 Evaluation

We evaluate wavelet’s effectiveness with 5 different DNNs on two different datasets. All the experiments are conducted on DGX-1 machines, which consist of V100 GPUs (dgx1) and point-to-point NVLink (NVLink) in between. Cross machine communication can be built over a 25Gb/s Ethernet interface. The models we test for data parallel training are VGG-16, VGG-19-BN (with batch normalization) (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015), ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 (He et al., 2016). We train these CNNs using ImageNet-1K dataset (Deng et al., 2009). We also evaluate wavelet performance in model parallelism. We fine-tune BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) model on Squad 2.0 dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) and conduct model parallel training of VGG-19-BN on Imagenet-1K dataset. We also discuss some implementation tricks we use as Appendix B.

Our experimental results support a number of important findings: first, wavelet achieves up to 1.88x speedup in data parallel training settings. Second, wavelet outperforms state-of-the-art model parallel training with pipeline parallelism on popular language model by up to 4.15x, and up to 6.7x faster when compared with vanilla model-parallel training baseline.

4.1 Data parallelism

We use the largest mini-batch size that can fit into the GPU memory without introducing out-of-memory exceptions. This ensures the best throughput performance of the baseline. It also guarantees the most efficient GPU memory utilization wavelet can achieve with our tick-tock interleaving. We use 64 as the per-GPU batch size for data parallel training with both VGGNet and ResNet.

4.1.1 Single machine multi-GPU

In single machine case, we test wavelet’s data parallel training performance in three hardware settings: 2*V100, 4*V100, and 8*V100. All the V100 GPUs are interconnected with point-to-point NVLink (NVLink) in a hypercube topology, with each NVlink line speed around 25GB/s.

To get clear results on the performance gain, we normalize the throughput of data parallel training baseline as 1, and report our speedup numbers over the baseline. As shown in Figure 11, we achieve up to 1.88x speed up compared with data parallel baseline. And on average we achieve 1.4x speed-up across all the tested CNNs. Note that in VGGNets training, our speedup is less than 1.2x. It is mainly due to that, each training iteration is very short on VGGNets. And our injected tock-wave tasks actually lengthen the duration of each training iteration (i.e. 1 forward propagation + 1 backward propagation) of the original tick-wave training tasks. The longer training iteration time decreases our overall throughput speed-up, especially when the original training iteration time is very short.
4.1 Multi-machine multi-GPU

In multi-machine settings, we conduct experiments with two DGX-1 machines (dgx1) which are connected with 25Gb/s Ethernet. We test three different cases: 1+1, 4+4 and 8+8. As shown in Figure 12, 1+1 meaning 1-GPU on 1 machine and another GPU is located on the other machine. Similar cases like 4+4, 8+8 follow the same rule.

Compared with single machine performance, we only achieve up to 1.18x speedup over multi-machine data parallel training baseline. In addition, wavelet even performs worse than the baseline in many cases in Figure 12. The main reason for this bad performance is that, the limited cross-machine bandwidth indeed affects wavelet more than the baseline, since we need an extra All-Reduce operation for the tock-wave tasks we inject in each training iteration. Although we also interleave the All-Reduce operations between tick and tock wave tasks (as $G_0, G_1$ in Fig. 9) to mitigate the burst of communication, the limited cross-machine bandwidth is still the bottleneck.

4.2 Model parallelism

As suggested by recent model parallel literature (Narayanan et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2019), we evenly split the model (for both VGG-19-BN and BERT) among the GPUs to balance work. Similar as data parallel evaluations, we feed in the largest batch size without introducing out-of-memory exceptions.

4.2.1 Single machine multi-GPU

For model parallel training over BERT and VGG-19-BN on a single machine, we tested 4-GPU and 8-GPU cases. For each model we tested, we have two settings: one is model parallelism with pipeline parallelism (i.e. w/ pipe in Figure 13), the other is vanilla model parallelism. As shown in Figure 13, we achieve higher throughput speed-up in 8-GPU case than 4-GPU cases. More specifically, comparing with vanilla model parallelism in 8-GPU case, we achieve 4.7x speed-up on VGG-19-BN, 6.7x on BERT, separately. Compared with model parallelism with input pipeline, we achieve 4.4x speed up on VGG-19-BN and 4.15x speed up on BERT in 8-GPU cases.

Note that even with pipeline parallelism added as Gpipe (Huang et al., 2019), the reported speed-up over vanilla baseline is only $< 2x$ with 4 GPUs and $\sim 3x$ with 8 GPUs (Huang et al., 2019). This is mainly due to higher frequency of both CUDA kernel launching and intermediate results transfer between GPUs that holding different model partitions. More specifically, for each mini-batch (e.g. with size $M$) of training data, Gpipe (Huang et al., 2019) or PipeDream (Narayanan et al., 2019) further breaks it into smaller micro-batches (e.g. with size $N$) and do data pipelining. Thus for training on 1 mini-batch data, the communication frequency between adjacent GPUs increases from 2 (1 during forward the other during backward) to $2 \times \frac{M}{N}$ (the first $\frac{M}{N}$ in forward propagation, the second $\frac{M}{N}$ in backward propagation). And this high-frequency but small-size data chunks may not fully saturate link bandwidth of NVLink (NVLink) or NVSwitch (NVSwitch), which leads to longer communication latency. Similarly, the number of CUDA kernel calls also increased by $\frac{M}{N}$ times. Thus it also introduces higher control overheads. In contrast, wavelet still keep intermediate result transfer frequency to be 2 per mini-batch input with same number of CUDA kernel calls per-GPU. In theory, by incorporating wavelet, we can achieve linear scalability, which means given $A$ number of GPUs, we can achieve throughput speed up by $Ax$ over the baseline.

4.2.2 Multi-machine multi-GPU

In Figure 14, similar as cross-machine data parallel results in Section 4.1.2, in 4+4 GPU settings, we achieve moderate ($\sim 2x$) speed-up over baseline with/without input pipelining on both VGG-19-BN and BERT models. For 8+8 setting, we only test BERT, since it is not reasonable to decouple a CNN model over 16 GPUs. In this case, we achieve 4.5x speed-up over BERT with pipeline parallelism, and 6.5x faster over vanilla BERT model parallelism.

Given that our pipeline only happens inside each single GPU, we believe increasing the number of GPUs to scale out with wavelet may not cause any significant issues.
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4.2.3 Overhead analysis

Here we analyse the overhead introduced by incorporating wavelet into model parallelism. We only test 1 hardware setting of 4+4, which is to use 4 V100 GPUs on one machine, and 4 V100 GPUs on the other machine.

As shown in Figure 15, we record the total time of training 1 epoch in both VGG-19-BN and BERT. We also collect the time spending on 3 main aspects: context_switch, communication and All-Reduce. Context_switch overhead refers to the time we spend on switching model partition on each GPU in different training cycles. Communication time means the time spending on transferring intermediate result across GPUs in use. And All-Reduce overhead is our model synchronization during backward propagation phase described in Section 3.3.3.

As depicted in Figure 15, cross machine communication is the dominant overhead, which is 14% of BERT total training time, and 19.5% of VGG-19-BN’s total training time. Other overhead like All-Reduce and context-switch contribute to around 5% on BERT training and 2% on VGG-19-BN training time, respectively.

5 RELATED WORK

5.1 Resource allocation for distributed DNN training

Multiple resource scheduling policies have been tailor-made for distributed DNN training jobs recently (Jeon et al., 2019), with focus on fairness (Mahajan et al., 2020), better locality (Xiao et al., 2018), minimizing job completion time (Gu et al., 2019), auto-scaling (Or et al., 2020), etc. Gang-scheduling, or all-or-nothing scheduling policy is generally accepted and adopted as the only option for launching in-parallel training tasks of a single DNN training job. Different from gang-scheduling policy, wavelet proposes tick-tock scheduling policy which achieves higher GPU utilization in both memory and computation resources, and faster single job training speed.

5.2 GPU sharing

GPU sharing has been targeted by a number of recent works such as NVIDIA MPS (CUDA MPS), Salus (Yu & Chowdhury, 2020), Gandiva (Xiao et al., 2018), etc. NVIDIA Multi-Process Service (CUDA MPS) allows multiple processes to share GPU resources with static partitioning. Static resource partitioning introduces large and hard to predict inter-job inferences when multiplexing different DNN jobs, which decreases the overall performance. Gandiva (Xiao et al., 2018) co-locates deep learning jobs by trial-and-error with job migration, and finally reaches non-sharing mode. Salus (Yu & Chowdhury, 2020) aims to achieve fine-grained GPU sharing among different DNN tasks by spatial memory sharing and temporal sharing on compute resources. NVIDIA Tensor-RT (NVIDIA, 2020c) achieves concurrent deep learning inference on single GPU but lack of training supports. Different from all above works that targeting on multi-job multiplexing, wavelet focuses on GPU sharing for speeding up a single DNN training job. In addition, wavelet achieves spatiotemporal sharing in both GPU memory and computation dimensions.

Earlier GPU sharing works (Yeh et al., 2017; Pai et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2018) are designed for workloads with a few GPU kernel functions, which are not applicable and scalable to deep learning applications with hundreds of unique kernel functions.

6 CONCLUSION

We present wavelet, an efficient and generic approach that interleaves waves DNN training tasks in a single job and achieves ideal GPU computation and memory utilization. Different from generally accepted gang-scheduling policy, wavelet proposes a novel yet simple policy called tick-tock scheduling. By launching different waves of training tasks with different delay offsets, wavelet improves GPU utilization in both on-device memory and computation resources. With proper modification on the synchronization stage, wavelet achieves near-optimal GPU utilization and up to 6.7x training time reduction for single job. Wavelet is generally applicable to both data parallel, model parallel and hybrid parallel training of a single job.
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A COMPUTATION MONITORING USING OCCUPANCY RATE INSTEAD OF NVIDIA-SMI

We believe occupancy rate (Nvidia-occupancy, 2020) that monitoring real active cores involved in each computation computation kernel is a better metric than directly parsing GPU utility percentage (i.e. Volatile-GPU-Util) from NVIDIA-SMI.

Volatile-GPU-Util provided by NVIDIA System Management Interface (Nvidia-smi, 2020) is inaccurate. When we use NVIDIA System Management Interface for monitor computation usage on each GPU, it only gives very coarse utilization percentage of compute cores to be either 0 or 100%. Recent literature also reports similar findings (Yu & Chowdhury, 2020; Jeon et al., 2019). Indeed, even Volatile-GPU-Util indicates 100% computation usage, when we dive into each computational kernel statistics from NVIDIA Visual Profiler (NVIDIA, 2020b), almost all the kernels’ active core usage (i.e. occupancy rate) is much lower than 100%. Thus, we report occupancy rate, instead of Volatile-GPU-Util, as the real active computation usage in the paper.

Even with coarse-grained measurements from Volatile-GPU-Util, the GPU utility patterns we found still exist. For example, Figure 16 shows GPU memory and computation usage of data-parallel training job using 2 V100 GPUs via data parallelism. As shown in Figure 16(a), the GPU memory peak and valley periods are well-defined and consistent. Regarding the computation usage illustrated in Fig. 16(b), only ~40% cores are used with little variance across different training iterations.

Figure 17 shows the corresponding on-device memory and computation utilization with wavelet’s Tick-Tock scheduling in the same data parallel training setting as mentioned above. Similar as Figure 2, wavelet achieves near-optimal memory usage (Figure 17(a)) and almost double the compute resource utility (~80% core utilization as shown in Figure 17(b)) when compared with gang-scheduled baseline.

B IMPLEMENTATION

Realizing tick-tock scheduling is more than pure engineering efforts. Here we discuss some implementation details to optimize wavelet performance in both data parallel and model parallel training cases.

1Similar as query on nvmlDeviceGetUtilizationRates from NVIDIA Management Library (NVML) API.

Figure 16. GPU memory and computation usage of data-parallel training job using 2 V100 GPUs with gang-scheduling (DenseNet-160).

B.1 Data parallel Wavelet

In data parallel wavelet training, two main challenges need to be solved. First, how to align the launching time of tasks between tick and tock waves. Second, how to mitigate the extra overheads of cross-wave model synchronization.

B.1.1 Task alignment between tick and tock waves

To reduce GPU accessing interference caused by multiple processes (Yu & Chowdhury, 2020), we create two threads and two model replicas inside a job’s training process and attach each model replica to one thread. Then each thread is responsible for the task executions of 1 wave (either tick or tock). We launch all the tasks in 1 wave over 1 cudaStream to ensure its sequential execution order.

We injects signal events at the end of both forward and backward propagation in each training iterations, so that tick thread and tock thread can align forward/backward
executions properly. For example, in Figure 9, once tick thread finishes the first forward propagation task $F_0$, tick thread can be synchronized on $F_0\_end()$ event signal and start its forward computation $F_1$. Similarly, after tick thread emits signal $F_1\_end()$, $F_2$ on tick thread can be launched, so on and so forth. End signals on backward propagation tasks ($B_i$) follow the same rule.

### B.1.2 Reducing cross-wave model synchronization overhead

One extra type of overheads we add into the training procedure is cross-wave model synchronization. Cross-wave model synchronization consists of two parts: data transfer overheads (e.g. $g_i^t$, $g_i^t$ in Figure 9) and computation overheads for averaging gradients across two waves defined as Equation 1.

As shown in Figure 9, we hide the communication of $g_i^t$ in the background of sender’s local in-wave model synchroniza-